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HELLO ALL (The Group of 7,215+ and growing):

HELLO ALL (The Group of 7,215+ and growing):
CANADA MAY BE ONE OF THE WORLD'S LEAST ENERGY SECURE
(Peter Tertzakian)
When it comes to oil supply, Canada could be one of the least energy
secure countries in the world. Say what? Canada, the fourth largest
producer of oil in the world, a country that exports just over two times more
petroleum than it consumes, is vulnerable to shortages? In fact, recent
events raise the probability of disruption in Central Canada.
Canada does not have a pipeline that flows from its western oilfields to
the eastern reaches of our land. The last hope of having a cross-country
pipe was squashed in 2017 with the shelving of the contentious Energy East
project.
Trying to connect east and west is not a new issue in Canada. Seventy years
ago, Parliament debated the merits of an all-Canadian oil pipeline route versus
the lower-cost option of routing our oil though the United States. Repeatedly,
low-cost has trumped sovereignty in our pipeline decisions.
https://business.financialpost.com/commodities/energy/canada-the-fourthbiggest-oil-nation-may-be-the-worlds-least-energy-secure
TRUDEAU PLAYS TO QUEBEC ANTI-PIPELINE SENTIMENT WITH
MONTREAL ACTIVIST CANDIDATE
(Don Braid)
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has found his Tzeporah Berman. Two days
before heading to Calgary for Stampede, he held hands high with antipipeline activist Steven Guilbeault, the Liberals’ new candidate in the
Montreal riding of Laurier. Guilbeault worked for Greenpeace and founded
a Quebec advocacy group, Equiterre. He is a flat-out opponent of the Trans
Mountain pipeline expansion. You’d think Guilbeault would be more at home
as a candidate for the NDP or the Greens.
But Laurier has been in NDP hands since 2011 and Trudeau wants it for the
Liberals. So there they were together, cheerily holding hands. What are the
plans for Guilbeault in a new Liberal government? Environment minister?

Natural resources? Trudeau is obviously playing to Quebec anti-pipeline
sentiment and the will of the province’s national assembly.
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/columnists/braid-trudeau-cheers-antipipeline-activist-as-star-liberal-candidate/wcm/870de033-a70a-4d02-a28a4814217de793
OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION
1. From a Reader: There must be an actual Liberal plan to destroy Canada.
No one could do it by accident so thoroughly and completely by chance nor be
that totally incompetent.
2. From a Reader: There is absolutely no doubt that this is not the Canada I
knew. The land locking of Alberta/Saskatchewan/Manitoba energy resources
has been financed by foreign interests for years right under our noses. The
Trudeau-ites and their environmentalist thugs have been insidiously destroying
our economy without a whimper from Canadians. We have become a nation
filled with cringing cowards by permitting the slimy Liberal government to
support this conspiracy with our own tax dollars! Unless and until Candians
wake up and un-elect that scoundrel Trudeau, this country deserves to
become a banana republic.
3. From a Reader: What If knowledgeable people came to believe Dr. Patrick
Moore’s contention that atmospheric carbon dioxide is an insignificant
contributor to global warming?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWahKIG4BE4
What If knowledgeable people came to believe that Dr. Robert Holmes'
contention that variations in energy from the Sun caused by variations in
Earth’s distance from the Sun due to interaction of a number of short and long
term cyclic gravitational eﬀects fully explain both geologic time and the past
250 years observed climate change?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3biTbgx_l3c
ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING
In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.
1. ANOTHER GREAT CANADIAN VIDEO
https://youtu.be/7IZHYi0wapU
2. WORLD OIL PRODUCTION – 1966 – 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZjOjO_5gjQ&feature=youtu.be
3. MATT RIDLEY: REJOICE, THE EARTH IS BECOMING GREENER
https://humanprogress.org/article.php?p=2018
4. ENVIRONMENTALISM: EVIDENCE SUGGESTS IT WAS ALWAYS AND
ONLY ABOUT ACHIEVING WORLD GOVERNMENT
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2019/05/27/environmentalism-evidence-shows-itwas-always-and-only-about-achieving-world-government/
ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE
We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important
driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of
living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current
Federal government!
Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.
Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!
Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com
Ken Wilson
Calgary, Alberta
kenfwilson@icloud.com

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Subscribe".
If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!.
If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.
NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.
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